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The Problem

Structured Learning with unlabeled data.

How to utilize unlabeled data to improve performance?



Dasgupta et al. 2001

h1 predicts y from x1, and h2 predicts y from x2.

This theorem states in essence, if the sample size is large, and
h1 and h2 (called partial prediction rules) largely agree on
unlabeled data, then the disagreement is a good measure of
error rate.

This requires the assumption that x1 and x2 are conditionally
independent given y .



Important Idea

Dasgupta et al. (2001) give PAC bounds on the error of
co-training.

In terms of the disagreement rate of hypotheses on unlabeled
data in two independent views.

A corollary of their results that holds under general
assumptions is:



The Natural Idea

To minimize the error for labeled examples and maximize the agree-
ment for unlabeled examples (among different views).



Normal Stuff

Linear model: ŷ = argmaxy∈Y f (x , y )

f (x , y) =< w , φ(x , y) >

Search for a minimizer for the empirical risk:
Remp(f ) =

∑n
i=1

∆(yi , argmaxy f (xi , y ))



Introduction of Views

In co-learning, φ(x , y) are decomposed into disjoint sets
φ0(x , y) and φ1(x , y).

The spaces spanned are called views.

For example, in hypertext classification we have two natural
views on a page, either by the contained text or by the anchor
text of its inbound links.

The representation in each view has to be sufficient for the
decoding.



3 Problems

1 Multi-Class Classification

2 Label Sequence Learning

3 Natural Language Parsing



Co-Support Vector Learning

Large margin approach.

Formulated 6 optimization problems incrementally.

First 4 are more algorithmic, while the last 2 dual
representations are for computational conveniences.



Co-Support Vector Learning



Co-Support Vector Learning

Want to: integrate a loss function ∆ into structured
optimization problems.

Two possible approaches: margin re-scaling (Taskar et al, 04)
and slack re-scaling (Tsochantaridis et al, 05).

Use slack re-scaling in this paper because with re-scaled slack
variables,

∑
ξi still bounds the empirical lost.



Co-Support Vector Learning



Co-Support Vector Learning: Incorporate Unlabeled Data

According to the consensus maximizing principle, need to minimize
number of errors for labeled examples and disagreement for unla-
beled examples.

Use the prediction of the other view as the ”right” label.



Co-Support Vector Learning: Incorporate Unlabeled Data



Co-Support Vector Learning: Dual Representation

Introduce Lagrangian multipliers.

Then take derivative of Lagrangian with respect to weight
vector w .

This leads to the dual representation.



Co-Support Vector Learning: Dual Representation



Co-Support Vector Learning: Dual Representation



Co-Support Vector Learning: Algorithm



Experiment: TSVM



Experiment: TSVM

1 Use normal SVM on training set.

2 Predict on test set, get y∗.

3 Solve the following optimization problem:



Experiment



Experiment



Conclusion

1 Devised a semi-supervised variant of SVM for structured
learning.

2 Devised 1-norm and 2-norm optimization problems that allow
to use arbitrary feature mappings.

3 Better performance of coSVM comes with the price of longer
execution time.


